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• Lower binary fraction in Tr14 ~ 13.7% (see S. Rodriguez 
Berlanas
• Doubts on the multiplicity of 34 out of 76 objects (~ 45% 
of possible binaries in the GES sample)
➡ first remove it from the analysis
➡ Waiting for the analysis of Hanes & McSwain (priv. 
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• Doubts on the multiplicity of 34 out of 76 objects (~ 45% 
of possible binaries in the GES sample)
➡ first remove it from the analysis
➡ Waiting for the analysis of Hanes & McSwain (priv. 
communication) about RV measurements of OB 
stars in Carina
Multiplicity
Requesting additional observing time on several objects 
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• Non-LTE CMFGEN atmosphere code 
• Helium abundance sets to 0.1 (by number) at first 
approximation
• Effect of the micro-turbulence on the Helium 
surface abundance determination 
Determination of the surface abundances 
• (McErlean et al. 1998)
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Determination of the surface abundances 
    With the wavelength coverage of the GES spectra, we have access to:
1. Carbon: CIII 4058-60, CIII 4153, CIII 4156, CIII 4163, CIII 4187, CII 4267, CII 6578, CII 65
2. Nitrogen:  NII 4035, NII 4041, NIII 4044, NII 4236, NII 4447, NIII 4511, NIII 4515, NIII 
4518, NIII 4524, NII 4530, NII 4601, NII 4607, NII 4614, NII 4621, NII 4630
3. Oxygen:  OII 4120, OII 4284, OII 4305, OII 4318, OII 4321, OII 4368, OII 4592, OII 4597, 






















Determination of the surface abundances 
• CNO abundances have been determined from fixed 
homogenized parameters Teff-logg given for iDR5
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• Preliminary values for 20 O and early B-type stars 
out of 42 objects.




Spectroscopic HR diagram 
• Preliminary values for 20 O and early B-type stars 
out of 42 objects.
Determination of the surface abundances 
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GES MiMES 
• Preliminary values for 20 O and early B-type stars 
out of 42 objects.
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• Massive stars from Carina in the Gaia-ESO survey do not seem 
to show large enrichments in CNO
• Trend of strong chemical mixing in more evolved objects?
• Correlation between chemical mixing and more massive objects?
• Constrain the multiplicity of each object
• Abundances & Multiplicity - spatial location correlation?
Conclusions and future perspectives
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